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ABSTRACT 

This paper presents design and implementation of turbo code, 

after that many types of decoders are introduced with various 

many parameters such as(number of iteration, length of code, 

number of frame, type of decoding techniques, rate, generator 

polynomial and type of channel) get the Bit Error Rate (BER) 

for each case, and compare the results. This work in order to 

study the effect of each parameter on the performance of 

Turbo Code to specify the parameters that give the optimum 

performance of this codes. Finally turbo encoder implemented 

on FPGA device. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Turbo codes are presented in 1993. Turbo codes are designed 

usually from concatenation codes connected in serial 

concatenated convolutional code (SCCC) or in parallel 

(PCCC) separated by an interleaver and they have provided 

for transmission data of achieving close to Shannon limit [1]. 

Turbo codes chose for the telemetry coding standard for high 

data transmission in Universal Mobile Telecommunications 

System(UMTS) for third generation standards of mobile 

communication, where the states in the trellis is 8 and the 

constraint length is   [2]. 

2. TURBO CODES STRUCTURE  
Turbo codes performance is excellent due to the combination 

of concatenation code, recursive convolutional encoders, 

pseudo-random interleaver and iterative process of decoders, 

where the decoders are worked in soft-input and soft-output. 

For these reasons, turbo codes are involved in several aspects 

such as: mobile radio, satellite, terrestrial telephony, image 

processing, etc.[3].The structure of the encoder and decoder 

of turbo code introduces in the following parts: 

2.1 Encoder 
The nature of Turbo encoder is using two identical Recursive 

Systematic Convolutional (RSC) code in parallel and 

separating by an interleaver. Interleaver is used to minimize 

the correlation of the outputs of encoders that makes the best 

results, it's matrix form with rows and columns, relatively to 

the length of the code. Many types of the interleaver are used 

in turbo codes but pseudo-random interleaver is consider the 

best one[4].   

Interleaver/deinterleaver are using and they are working a 

main role in the performance of turbo codes, where interleaver 

helps to increase the minimum distance of these codes and it 

breaks the low weight of input sequence by spread out the 

burst errors by maps the sequence of bits into another 

sequence of bits by making the length of the interleaver is 

very large the superior performance is achieved [5].  

The structure of turbo encoder is displayed in Figure (1). 

According to the block diagram of Turbo encoder the rate is 

  
 

 
 to increase this rate puncturing technique will be used 

to obtain high rate   
 

 
. Puncturing is operating on the parity 

bits only but the systematic bits are not punctured [6]. 

 

Fig 1: Turbo Encoder block diagram 

2.2 Decoder 
The block diagram of turbo decoder consists from a pair of 

decoders which cooperatively to improve the estimate the 

original bits, this diagram is shown in Figure(2). 

 In the decoding process two decoders connected in an 

iterative manner, which will allow each of the decoders to 

receive the sequence corresponding to the systematic, the 

transmitted parity bits from the encoder and a priori 

information from the second decoder. Each decoder produces 

a soft-decision for each bits of the message in logarithmic 

form called a log likelihood ratio (LLR) [7]. A hard decision 

is carried out at the second decoder to transfer the last signal 

into 1's and 0's and compare it with the original message at the 

end of decoding process [8]. 

 

Fig.2: Turbo Decoder block diagram 
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2.3 Implementation of Turbo Decoding 

Techniques 
Turbo decoding techniques are mainly divided into two types: 

The first one is the soft output Viterbi algorithm (SOVA) and 

the other is maximum a posteriori probability (MAP) then 

simplified to Log-MAP and MAX-Log-MAP[9]. In SOVA 

algorithm chooses a branch with the greater probability in the 

trellis and discards other branches, but in the MAP algorithm 

takes all paths in the trellis and it computes all points 

probabilities [2].  

The implementation of the MAP algorithm in hardware is too 

complex due to numerical representation of probabilities, 

large numbers of multiplication and division operations and 

non-linear functions. Therefore, approximations of the MAP 

algorithms derived in log domain named Log-MAP and Max-

Log-MAP [5]. 

2.3.1 SOVA Algorithm 
Soft output Viterbi Algorithm (SOVA) operates similarly to 

Viterbi Algorithm (VA) but with two essential modifications 

that allows it to be used as a component decoder for turbo 

codes. First modify, SOVA is used the path metric that uses 

the value of a prior probability of each input bits. Second 

modify, SOVA produces a soft output that indicates the 

decision accuracy [6].  

The SOVA algorithm is summered as follows : 

The          in Equation (1) is represented the soft output of 

SOVA component decoder and it is decomposed in three 

terms: 

                                                        

Where:       is the value of the weighted received systematic 

channel,    is denoted as the channel reliability and        is 

the extrinsic value that produced by present SOVA 

component decoder. 

The path metrics can be calculated in Equation(2) by the cross 

correlation to the received: 

    
         

   
 

 
        

  

 
    

 

   

                

Where :       
   the prevised path metric,   the length of 

message with parity,     the codewords after the Binary Phase 

Shift Keying (BPSK) modulation. 

The extrinsic information that produced by first SOVA 

component decoder in Equation (3): 

                                                       
The extrinsic information that produced by second SOVA 

component decoder as the same as for the first decoder but the 

      must be interleaved. 

The         is deinterleaved, then it returns to feed back the 

first SOVA consider the priori information to the following 

iteration. This steps repeated for each iteration and finally stop 

after specified number of iteration, where by increasing the 

number of iteration better results can be achieved. At the last 

iteration the soft output LLR can be calculated from the 

output of the second decoder after de-interleaving and passing 

through threshold detector. 

2.3.2 Log-MAP Algorithm  
Although the complexity of Log-MAP is less than of the 

MAP, but it yet requires a great number of accounts [9]. The 

expression of LLR for Log-MAP algorithm can be written in 

Equation(4) [10]: 

      

    
          

               
                 

      
      
     

          
               

                 
      

      
     

              

Where:     
       forward recursion,   

      backward 

recursion and   
         transitional probability in logarithmic 

domain. 

2.3.3 Max-Log-MAP Algorithm 
The Max-Log-MAP is simplified to log-MAP algorithm in 

mathematic operation , it takes one for each forward and 

backward recursion out of the trellis and calculates the 

different metrics numbers [10]. The Max-Log-MAP uses to 

reduce the complication of the Log-MAP by performing 

expression for forward and backward recursion, LLR for 

Max-Log-MAP expressed in Equation(5) [11]: 

          
           

    
             

      

   
            

           
      

   
         

    
           

    
             

      

   
            

           
      

   
                                     

By applying this approximation the degradation will occur in 

the BER of Max-Log-MAP compare with Log-MAP. 

 

3. FPGA  
Field Programmable Gate Array (FPGA)are consisted from an 

array of logic cells connected by a programmable metal 

interconnect and an array of I/O cells. The cells and 

programmable interconnect switches are built as a static RAM 

(SRAM), so that the current configuration stored in these 

RAM elements. In order to reconfigure, the memory elements 

must simply be loaded with new values, thus the hardware can 

be changed entirely of milliseconds[12]. 

Here, design and implementation of turbo encoder in FPGA 

device by using Xilinx program. Two identical RSCs are used 

and separated between them by an interleaver, all these 

component worked as a schematic.   

  

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION  
This part presents the results which take out from Simulation 

of turbo code in MATLAB program and implement turbo 

encoder by using FPGA device. BPSK modulation and the 

UMTS interleaver are used for the proposed system.  

Many parameters are changing in this simulation to observe 

the effect each of them in the performance such as: number of 

iteration, length of code, number of frame, type of decoding 

technique, rate(puncturing technique), generator polynomial 

and type of channel. In Table (1), all parameters of turbo code 

Implementation, get the results for each case and then 

compared between them. Also the results of implementation 

the encoder are introduced below: 

Table (1): All Parameters of turbo code Implementation 

1 Number of iterations 1-8 

2 Code Lengths 256, 512, 1024, 4096 

3 Number of frames 512, 1024 

4 Decoding Techniques SOVA, Log-MAP, MAX-

Log-MAP 

5 Rate                

6 Generator Polynomials                     , 

           

7 Channels AWGN, Rayleigh fading 
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 In Figure (3), the effect of increasing the number of iteration 

is illustrated, for example Turbo code performance at log-

MAP decoding technique for iteration from 1 to 8 iteration 

with frame size 256 bit/frame, 1024 frame and rate      .  

 

 
Fig 3: performance of Turbo code at 8 iteration 

At any value of       can be taken and observed the value 

of BER curves and how it's improved until 6-8 iteration the 

performance is not much improvement, Table (2) displays the 

value of BER at            for each iteration. 

Table (2): BER at different number of iteration 

 

In Figure (4), The effect of increasing the code length 

introduced in SOVA technique with lengths 256, 512,1024 

and 4096 bit/frame all them with 1024 frame, 5 iteration and 

     . Table (3) displays the BER at               for 

each length.  

 
Fig. 4 : Performance of Turbo code at different code 

lengths 

Table (3): BER at different code length 

 

The effect of increasing number of frame is illustrated in 

Figure (5), for MAX-log–MAP technique with number of 

frames 512, 1024 each of them with code length 256 

bit/frame,4 iteration and R=1/3 by increasing the number of 

frame good BER obtained. 

Fig.5: Performance of Turbo code at different number of 

frame 

 Figure (6) illustrates the BER of turbo code with various 

decoding techniques (SOVA, Log-MAP and MAX-Log-

MAP) all them at 512 b/f, 1024 f, 4 iteration and Rate 

     , the performance is improved  with 

increasing      , as shown log-MAP is better than the others 

where the gain       is obtained about            in log-

MAP compare with  SOVA and            in log-MAP 

compare with MAX-Log-MAP.  

 
Fig.6 : Performance of Turbo code at different decoding 

techniques 

The Rate of the system can be incersed by using puncturing 

technique as shown in Figure (7), this introduced  for  SOVA 

technique with frame size 1024 b/f, 1024 frame and 5 

iteration, degradation will occur about        compare with 

     . 

          Code length BER 

1.5 256        

1.5 512           
1.5 1024           

1.5 4096          

          iteration BER 

2 1          
2 2        

2 3           

2 4        

2 5        

2 6          

2 7           

2 8           
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Fig. 7 : Performance of Turbo code at different Rate 

The standard generator polynomial of turbo code in UMTS is 

           ,in Figure (8) another generators polynomials 

applied at the system                           ,in 

SOVA technique with frame size 256 b/f, 1024f, 5 iteration 

and R=1/3. 

 
Fig. 8: Performance of Turbo code at Three Generators 

Polynomials 

All Figures introduced above gave the performance of turbo 

code over AWGN channel. Now, in Figure (9) present the 

BER of turbo code over Rayleigh fading channel and compare 

it with AWGN channel. For an AWGN channel the fading 

amplitude a=1 whereas for a Rayleigh fading channel a is a 

random variable. This is introduced for log-MAP with the 

code length 512b/f, 1024f, 3 iteration and        

 
Fig.9 : Performance of Turbo code at two channels 

(Rayleigh fading channel and AWGN) 

In Figures (10,11,12) show the results of implementation 

Turbo encoder on FPGA. 

 
Fig.10: Device Utilization Summary of Encoder 

Fig.11: RTL Schematic of encoder 

 
Fig.12: Turbo encoder Simulation in FPGA 

 

5. CONCLUTION 
Here, the design and implementation of turbo codes are 

presented as a simulation in MATLAB R2016b program and 

the encoder is presented on FPGA device type spartan3 and 

spartan3A by using Xilinx program 14.7. The BPSK 

modulation and the UMTS interleaver are assumed for the 

proposed system. After that many types of decoders were 

done with change many parameters, from this work and the 

results can conclude that when the number of iteration 

increased the BER decrease for the same       and the 

performance is improving. The increasing of code length and 

number of frame will improve the performance, different code 

length applied (256,512,1024 and 4096) and number of frame 

(512 and 1024) obtained the results for each case and 

compared between them. Many types of decoding techniques 

applied (SOVA, Log-MAP and MAX-Log-MAP) by using 

log–MAP technique the results of BER  is best than the 

SOVA and MAX-Log-MAP for the same conditions of the 

system(512 b/f, 1024 f, 4 iteration and      ) also the gain 

      is obtained about            in log-MAP compare 
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with  SOVA and            in log-MAP compare with 

MAX-Log-MAP. Puncturing technique is used to increase the 

rate of the system but the BER is degrade about        by 

increasing the rate. Also changing the generator polynomial of 

the system and compare with the standard generator 

polynomial          , where two addition generators 

polynomials are used         ,           . Finally two types 

of channel used in this simulation (AWGN and Rayleigh 

fading channel) obtained the results for each one and 

compared between them when using AWGN channel the 

performance is best than the fading channel. 
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